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Editor: 64DY0

CLUB NEWS
Many thanks to all who helped to make Sunday 3rd June so successful - especially to Roger Brown for bringing along Darleen
WD5FQX and Joe WD5HIL, to Henry for giving us the opportunity of meeting Bill W6SN - a DXer if ever there was one, to Martin
G31AY for the superb slide show of Antarctica and to Roger Balister for the loan of the JARL video tape. It all helped to make
it a swinging day. Darleen had offered, had the weather been unkind, to address the gathering with tales of her trips. It is
a great pity that the Sun shone for those who were privileged to hear some of her stories were entertained in a unique style
and must have gone away thinking they had met some kind of Superwoman!
Just how does Joe keep up with her!? The gathering
produced around £40 for Club funds.
Lets hope CDXC can arrange similar get-togethers more often.
The following is printed on behalf of Bill, 83MCS:
TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE CHILTERN DX CLUB
Mr and Mrs W. R. Hawthorne request the pleasure of the company of all Chiltern DX Club Members at an Evening
Reception to be held at The Hall, Lacey Green, on Saturday 28th July at 7.30pm to celebrate the marriage of
their daughter Philippa Jane to Mr Peter Stanley.
RSVP to G3MCS by July 7th please.

KENNEDY MEMORIAL STATION The CDXC Committee is pleased to report that authorisation has been received for the operation at
Runnymede and the Special Callsign GKOJFK is expected to be isssued. It is proposed to operate two complete HF and one VHF
stations during the first full weekend in August. Full publicity is being arranged via various Amateur Radio publications and
maximum effort from CDXC membership is needed to make this a success. It is hoped to commence a series of planning meetings
shortly. So far we have been offered three HF transceivers, two linears, one antenna, one antenna rotator & cable. We need,
urgently, scaffolding poles, generators, tents. Please contact G3KMA or G4DYO with offers of help.
RSGB HO have expressed
great interest and may assist with publicity.
NEWSLETTER

Henry, 03810, has suggested that to preserve the 840Y0 printer the Newsletter could be produced by photocopying this edition is an example. This involves producing just three sheets per edition, instead of 60-odd, and these are then used
to produce photographic copies. So far it has not been necessary for the Editcr to use any of the CDXC subscriptions as
adequate quantities of paper have been available. However, members must accept that a professionally produced item such as

this costs money! Initial estimates put the cost at about £5 per year per member - excluding the cost of postage and

envelopes. Certain advantages would accrue, the most significant being the ability to print maps, diagrams, OSL cards and,
perhaps, even photographs.
Please let 64DY0 have comments soonest. If there is no reaction Newsletter will continue in its
present format until the 640Y0 printer packs up - and then so does Newsletter!!!! Several requests have been received from
members for extra copies of Newsletter or for copies to be sent to non-Club members and requests are also being received by the
Editor from non-Members for copies. Remember, all this costs money. From now on, as a general rule, Newsletter will only be
available to Club Members. The Editor will continue to provide complimentary copies to certain other agencies. If another
amateur asks you for a copy perhaps you could have your issue photocopied for him? Your Ed has been employing such a method
for many months to enable Y39X0 to receive DINS.
DXCC Latest Honor Roll listings include seven members of CDXC - 62DMR, G3DDG, ESID, 63KMA, CLOP, 83MCS, 64DY0. There
can be few DX Groups with that sort of backbone! The Mixed Honor Roll contains about 1340 Whips. Just one sunspot cycle
ago, in September, 1973, there were 472! By October, 1979, this had increased to 540. In the beginning only one or two
operators occupied the 'top spot' on Honor Roll. Not that they had worked everything - they had just worked more than anyone
else. In September 1973 42 DXers had worked every current country and by October, 1979, this number had increased to 70. The

latest listings indicate that 262 DXers have worked every one of the current countries! All this provides fuel for the fires
of discussion about the value of DXCC as it now stands and there are moves afoot to increase the countries total.
The RSGB HF
Committee, on which two CDXC members serve, is currently considering the RSGB Awards scheme. With DXCC losing status this
surely is the opportunity for RSGB to produce a series of Awards to whet the appetite of the Big DXers!
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01-725-7373

Those who .missed the recent operations from Mount Athos and Niger will be kicking themselves! No prior information was
received about DJSCQ/SV/A but a note appeared in last Friday's ARRL DX bulletin about 5U7LD and, hopefully, all members needing
that one were able to make a contact. Several members did not reply to the 'two bells". Your Editor put full info on the 5U7
operation in to the DINS Voice-bank. This serves as a reminder to everyone to check the Voice-bank frequently - AND DON'T
FORGET TO CONTRIBUTE AS WELL!
Of course, it remains to be seen whether ARRL will accept either or both these operations.

CAMBODIA XU

(C0J,OFW,PEC,YMC,GED,PEO) XUISS was very active on 21190 Saturday morning - 0941z 57 working G4DYO.
QRZDX
recently carried a photo of JA1HQG sitting amid piles of cards for XU1SS. Only one comment is appropriate - and that's not
printable. Your Ed feels for Ang.

PRIBILOF KL7

Those needing a contact - just in case it ever counts - might watch for WB4BSJ/KL7 on
KL7RG is also active from St. Paul Island in the Pribilof group.

202 ssb from 0700z.

SENEGAL 6W

6W1AR goes ORT at the end of June on retirement and return to his home land. QSL via DJ3AS.

ZAMBIA 91

If anyone worked the station 9J6OKK on April 28th it was for the 60th birthday of the President.

QSL via burp.

IOM BEACON 9L1FTN
This beacon commenced operation in mid-April running 10 watts on 28.7275mhz. Reports wanted urgently to
9L1SL, Box 10, Freetown, Sierra Leone.
ETHIOPIA. ET

(OFW,PEC,YMC,FXT,GED,F10)
Ian, G4LJF, has received a QSL card for his recent contact. It was delivered by hand
by a neighbour of Ins who was present in the ET shack at the time of the QSO!

SPRATLY IS

Proposed operation cancelled due to a) lack of funds, b) poor wx, cl increased military activity in the area.
In the words of QRZDX - 'Choose the rumour you like the best'.
VS6CT says there should be an operation later this year after
the Monsoon season!

DESECHED KP5

(JEQ,OZF,VIE,GED,LJF,PEO) Operation now rumoured for July 23-31st.

THAILAND HS
Activity reported on several bands recently - restrictions lifted? HSISD worked Ian, G4LJF, on 28mhz ssb and cw
on Sunday 3rd in response to a telephone Eked.
BRUNEI V85

Martin, G4EFE, QSL Manager for Rob VB5DD, hopes to visit Brunei for two weeks in July/August and operate using
the calisign VGSMP.
Incidentally, Martin reports receiving a QSL card from !SICK asking for a VSSDD card!!!

SAN FELIX CEOX

In two words - FORGET IT!! Correspondence from Chile reiterates that the Chilean Government will not issue
permits until at least 1988 and, when they do, only Chilean Nationals will be considered. CEOXGZ was never at any time other
than a wild rumour. No landing permission has been granted and no licences issued. CE3ABN's letter to OH2BH spells it out
'Let me tell you that we nave talked with the Chilean Authorities about it, especially when a rumour was heard that a group of
foreign radio operators are planning to come and transmit from San Felix Island. The answer is always the same: permission
will not oe granteo until 1988 (at least) and only to Chilean operators'. The rumours have been called 'dangerously

irresponsible' by Chilean authorities and there is still, apparently, much hard feeling about the KF10 fiasco in 1981, Mind
you, if it shows up tomorrow, don't hang your Editor - he only prints what he gets from others!

LACCADIVES VU7

TDXS suggests that a more reliable route for cards for the first operation may be via UU261.
to get held of Gul and confirm the arrangement?

,CAL_:., E
(jEC,04,VIE,YMC,OEE,LIF,FE0)
3i3CD has indicated that he may operate as :8600 duririg
has written to Anano asking nim to pass up tc date information by telephone immediately prior to the trip.
B1NSAPDSE 9V1VP

Bob has left Singapore for a two-year spell in Germany.

ODDS N'ENDS
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CarCs for F3922 circa 1971 are no longer available. Robert, FEJS, refuses to answer as more than a year dd.
AK:

:RT on April 17th with 16,9:5 contacts in the log including four seven-band QS0s.

Anyone care

lah.

EALIF,

WORKED IN EUROPE:

TA2TAT 3636khz
2106z
HLSLJ
7003khz 2110z
807AC
7073khz 1934z

KH6CC 7005khz 0550z
OA4OS 7080khz 0457z

WATCH FOR:

SNBBAV 3640khz 0157z
K7RLS/J3 7085khz 0331z
S79S1
7023khz 2105z

....Believed active now:
T30AT by 1.31AT
WH60/KH4 16-17 June

FPEHL 7006khz 2240z
SU1XJ 7795,khz 2709c
4K1Ar0 7002khz 2134z

WH60/KH9
DV by JAs
VR6BR by Betty WD9GQV
7SKOAC (EDX Council in Stockholm)

EPILOGUE
HEARD ISLAND
VK6FS, Hugh Spence, has produced some interesting notes following the VKOCW/VKOHI operation. One thing which
he finds hard to understand is the apparent habit of EU operators in sending one QSL direct and another via the Euro (Ed: this
applies to JA as well in my experience). Over 70% of cards received via the buro have already been answered direct and, as the
group ended up nearly 16000 in the red he has no intention of sending further cards via the buro when direct ones have been
answered. One EU Club station sent an envelope enclosing 18 cards from 16 amateurs and only 2 IRCs1 Hugh also complains
bitterly about duplicate contacts and says:
'In the past when DXpeditions have returned they have claimed a certain number of contacts by multiplying the number of calls
per page by the number of log pages. We originally did just that and it gave a figure of 30,000 QSOs.
However, the overall
duplicatuon figure for VKOHI (ssb) was 17.58% and for VKOCW(cw) 27.28%.
Overall there were 6280 duplicated calls among the
total of 27937!
'Maybe there is some justification if a callsign appeared in the logs twice in a period of 10-15 minutes if the guy could not
hear the DX station give his call the first time due to the ORM being made by the policemen and other sick cnes,etc. I regard
it as being reprehensible when a certain K6-two letter call appeared in the
VKOCW 14mhz
cw log on pages
5,13,27,45,59,72,83,92,101 and 103. The actions of a "big gun' like this can only be construed as robbing '9 little pistols'
of a HO with the most wanted country in the World.
'In a great number of cases a callsign appears 7,8 or 9 times, coming up every few days. This happens with the figures for
most countries so it can only be assumed that there are some amateurs who are so selfish that they do not appreciate that every
time they call after their initial contact, they could be preventing the DX station from hearing a weaker signal from a fellow
who has not yet worked the station ana, if they are answered by the DX station, one more amateur misses out.
Is it because
some people are just naturally garrulous, or do they have such an inflated ego that they must prove to the peasants that 'they'
have the best black box and can break a pile-up at any time they choose? . These types are about as much use to amateur radio as
an ash tray would be on a motorbike.
As an example, on the page where a certain WD9 claimed a cw contact on January 31st,
around 0300z, 28 of the 100 calls on the page had appeared previously and 2 of these calls were appearing for the 4th time.
The WD9 did not make the log. Was it because he could not be heard because of the ORM being made by the 28 greedy ones who did
appear? I wonder how many others who had a previous contact were also calling but were not picked up? I bet the WD9 would like
to have a list of those callsigns!!!'
Amen..
P.S.

Did ya'll see the back of W6SN's QSL card?

To
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YOUR SIGS

For those who missed out here it is:

TNX OSOEYL:-Ta4C
198E_
1 T (/49E
ON
METER CW - SSB 2-WAY MODE

QSL.

DIRECT VIA ARRL BUREAU
WILLIAM A. LIPPMAN, JR., 921 ILIFF STREET
PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA, 90272, U.S.A.
PLEASE

CALLS HELD: 9 AQB (1923-30); W6USA (1932) ; W6SN (1930-86)
A35SN ; G5EFX . OPERATED AS W6SN/C6; /CT; /CX; /DL; /EA; /EI ;/HC;
HII,/IIK;/1E; /I; /JA; /KH6; /KH8; /1(P4; /KV4; /LU; /OA; /FY;/RM; /TG;
/Ti; /UA; /VE; /VK; /VS6; PIE; /YB; /YN; /Z14 /9V1. HOLD Pitewm. t./AC
$246, Portman DXCC t1 72, WAZ #85, ARRL DXCC Honors Rol2 1953
to 1957 E 1982.CQDX Honors. RothCG1
SSB 1982. QCWA,SCIAC.

COUNTRIES CONFIRMED BY

ARRL::5-C-7

(MIXED). 73

-7-20,44

_24

L

MORE SAES PLEASE

)

from DA1CR if you wish to receive future editions
Grateful thanks to: INNS, L1DXB, TDXB, ORZDX, DX-NL, OXPress, The Ners Maga:ine 4ABH)
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Editor: 64DY0

CLUB NEWS
NEWSLETTER

There was little reaction to the photocopied format of the last Newsletter. The Committee discussed the matter and
the view was that a further request for comment be made to the membership with the option of paying an additional subscriptior
for a photocopied publication or not receiving a Newsletter. It seems likely that such CIRK would not be forthcoming - at
least, not willingly! Your Editor has given the matter further consideration and decided to continue with the original format
for the time being. However, when the printer ceases so, unfortunately, will publication of Newsletter as it is unlikely that
the subs would cover the cost of replacement! Lets hope it lasts for a while longer..
The
Please make every effort to publicise the activity while in DSO with DX stations,
following have been sent publicity 'blurbs': DINS, DRIDX, Japan DX News, Long Skip (VE), GACW (LU), LIDXB, DXers Magazine,
South Calif. Di Club, TDXB, DXpress, DX-NL RSGB, G3FKM(MOTA), Totem Tabloid (W7), CD Magazine, Short Wave Magazine,
Amateur Radio Magazine, 73 Magazine, Ham Radio Today, DX Report, MCDXF, ARRL DX Bulletin Editors, DST. Also Bill, KMCS,
kindly inserted a news item about the operation into Sergio's (ISDN) mail box on RTTY. It was felt inappropriate to send a
note to Box 8B!! Any other suggestions to G4DY0 soonest. (Latest: G3FKM has replied that publicity will be given in August
MOTA).

KENNEDY MEMORIAL STATION - GKOJFK

VU7WCY C6TiE
11 members voted and the outright winner was Father Marshall Moran 9N1MM with 10 votes.
second. HKOTU and BY1PK came joint third. VR6TC, CEOAE, ZL8 group and PY0 German group joint 4th. YVOAA and BVOAA joint 5th.
Certificates will be despatched shortly. (Ed's note: bit mean only 6 votes for BY1PK especially considering the ev - . 7) P ,
treamnwlceivd).

CDXC MERIT AWARD

Henry has kindly offered to produce this table for Newsletter at, say, six-monthly intervals. Please remembe ,
Everyone has worked 129, 129, YllAS, G3JKI/5A, etc, but remember that
that the ARRL DXCC list is the standard reference.
the eyes of the respective Governments they are not licenced amateurs and as our own licences forbid contact with other then
There is little doubt nat
licenced amateur stations it is reasonable to preclude these 'slims' from our records.
legitimately licenced amateurs would count for DEC so NO pirate contacts please!!!

DXCC LADDER

CALLSIGN

ALLTIME SCORE

DELETIONS

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE

G3KMA
G3GID
G3LOP
EDOG

343
336
330
329

29
28
18
...)

344
343
333
338

G2DMR
G3MCS
133NK03(11CR
G3VIE

328
325
324
315

21
16
14
14

336
331
329
329

84DY0
83YJ1

313
312

6
9

321
324

G3RUR

305
301

5
13

320
328

301

7

2

295
294
289
285
285
265

3
4
2
21
0
2

262

0

230

0

154

0

318
318
317
336
315
317
315
315
315

63JED
8302F
54FXT

83XJS
&TEC
ii3C0J
G4LJF
GPMC
84GED
G3OFW
G4PEO

THE DX SCENE
01-725-7374

USE THE DXNS VOICE-BANK

01-725-7373

DX worked by the Editor over the past week or so includes XU on 15 ssb ` VI on 15 ssb, 'IN on 15 ssb TZ on 15 sah, PZ on 15
ash, BV on 15 :w, 028 on 15 ssb ` SU on 15 ssb, Ti on 20 ssb, 5H3 on 15 ssb, A35 on 20 ash, 9V on 15 ash, US on 15 sab, 9V on
15 ssb and 9M2 on 15 ssb. Al} but the A35 had "big" signals - the DI is around guys!

PITYBill, G3MCS, is chasing the "typists"with a vengeance and now has over 60c worked including such exotica as P08, 9112,

HC, 2P, YJ and EL. DOR, EON, is an acknowledged ace on the keys and 640YO is hoping to join in shortly. Any other members
interested in teletype - either Rx or Tx? How about a stall incentive - like the first one to RTTY DEC buys us all a steak
dinner„..? Ed: the wick in my TU just went out—)
According to 01-1L, WBOTEC sent DU1C1( 3000 cards for 'SICK and Chito promised to answer them!

SPRATLY IS

WESTERN CAROLINES KC6
KURE KH7

(C0J,OFW,PEC,LjF,PEED

Joe, KCHA reported 14225khz 15-1630z. B. via K6EDV.

N2EDUKH7 reported 14307kh: at 0251! OSL via KH6jEB.

MALAWI 71/7

Les, 707LW is in the UK with his XYL, Helen - who is an avid stamp collector - until September 12th. Helen's

stamp collection includes complete definitive sets from 47 countries and she is trying for the 100!

CAMBODIA XU

Was again QRV on Saturday 9th - this time on cw. Attempts were made by several members to alert those in need

without success.
F6GZA passed the information to Peter, EV1E, that J2BA2 (of '70" fame) has now left Djibouti and is living in
INDIAN OCEAN
to operate from 5R8, F8/J / FR/G and
HE hopes to commence an Indian Ocean eqedition shortly during which he proposes
France.
of the year!
as many other locations as possible. RE is also said to be seriously planning a trip to Bouvet before the end

According to information supplied by Cliff SY1JG, to Bill O3MCS, the recent operation by NED and DL4NAC
not have the required permission from the Monks to
will probably not count. Although Rudy had an SV licence he apparently did
MOUNT ATHOS SY/A

Those who worked the
operate from Mount Athos. Cliff himself has tried without success to obtain a permit as has SMOAGD.
operation can try a EL via Dj5CO CBA. The SV boys report that Rudy was operating ISV2 and changed to /SVIA within 30 minutes.

EGYPT SU

Bert, KA4SBE, using club call WD5AJE/SU, very ;RV. OSL via APO NY 09679. He returns to Vermont at the end of

July.
TLBGE/STO has appeared several times with a fairly weak signal. On the 21335 net on Thursday evening an
African station appeared and said that Michel did not have authorisation for the operation. If this is true then it is
unlikely that Mr Search will accept it. However, work it and worry later. Michel has been on 7045khz at 2030: and is said to
1SL via: F6FYD Pox 8, 78570 Andresy,
be there for seven days at a time but will be on holiday in France during July.

SOUTH SUDAN STO

France.

USSR °BLASTS
Sevastopol City,

The new ones are active! ULD6WB 579 wkg 84DY0 21021 0750z in Obl. 190 Alma Ata. Others are 166 Kiev City, 167
189 Minsk City, 189 Tashkent City and 191 Ashkhabad City.

Signals of 55++
Much activity reported now that more operators have been trained for BY1PK.
OFW,YMC,GED.LJF)
reported on 21212khz at 0940: with a 14 yr old YL operator named Li. BY9AA was ORV simultaneously on 21150khz with YL ops
Xuru and Zhu. Also reported in the WPX contest were BY2AA. BY5AA and BY6A.

CHINA PY

ODDS N'ENDS
Joanna, KB1ER, listened for over an hour to YOAA on 20m ssb on Feb. 29th. When her DSL card
On the side of the 'dupers"
arrived it indicated that they had been /MM at the time - and she hadn't bothered to have a later 'insurance' DSO.
—

Latest member of the CO DX Hall of Fame is Rod Newkirk, W9BRD, sometime editor of OSTs 'How's DX' column.
UK9AAN's new call is UZ9AYA. U20YWA is a club station in Zone 23.
FAO was the only European country to send a donation prior to the WOHI/VKOCW operation..
A recent LINE carried a picture of HV2V0 standing with Nana, JA1VLV, one of JA's top cw ops - AND a very attractive young lady
for Chrissakes how did I get to be a priest...!"
into the bargain. Bro. Ed's smile somehow conveys the thought:

Thos chasing 5BWA2 eat your hearts ou ,...a new Pacific Net gathers on 28520khz daily at 2000hrs.
FOEKE, 2K21K and 2LSAFH!!

Checkins have included

Heard on 21294kh: last Saturday at about 1330, EBBW having been operating there for some time:
FBENJ: "OR2 for one last DSO'
524MX: 'DK any station in Paris'
HAW: "52411X from FBECI you are 59 a?'

524MX:(in a out out voice): 'Are you in Paris?'
FBEW: 'Negative'
524MX: 'Oh'
FBE4j: 'This is FEW now going DRP!!!
The following is from a letter from Tom Wong accompanying BY1PK and BY4AA DSL cards:
The DEL Card from China is one of the most expensive in the World in terms of investment. Over 12 years the
total investment in the China Operatiom has been $190,000. This means that each card sent so far is worth about
$45! Amateur members of the Club stations pay no dues and the Clubs have no money. DEL cards and postage is
very expensive and we can only help by sending 1RCs - not green stamps.
cist CDC members have QSL cards from BY but please remember this if you DEL for future contacts.
,I- ccoding to YB9ARN, all YB calls with a suffix commencing AR are foreigners.

guy falling off a 60 ft tower reaches the ground in 1.74 seconds whereas the one failing from a :00 footer takes 2.5 seconds.
T;-,2

obvious advantage of a high tower becomes clear - you get time to appreciate the extra you spent on the additional 40

DX TIPS FROM 01XL
1. Get to know his operating habits right away.
All I cared about was a
2. Is he giving out just signal reports? A lot of stations gave me names, etc.
correct call in my leg - I didn't care where you were.
3. Don't slow the operation by poor cw; send your call correctly.
4. Don't send 1RP DRP DRP" .. that is not your call sign.
5. Find a hole and call. Ten stations on the same frequency is a waste of time.
6. Does the DX station allow tailenders? 1 did.
7. Listen for instructions and follow them.
B. Be more aggressive. Just because you are running 100 watts doesn't mean you can't work DX - don't give up.
9. Work him first, worry about OSL info later.
10.Have steel nerves, a cool fist and run about 10KW!!!
(The last one is magic - eh??)
F J. rther tip from Ron: When sending cards to areas where it is hot and humid, put a piece of wax paper between
the flap and envelope (of your SAE). Out of 2500 cards received 2495 were stuckshut by humidity. The other 5
had wax paper under the flap""""

GRAY LINE
lS39B has promised to be on BOm ssb around 2130z on Wednesday 20th June.

WORKED IN EUROPE:
1835khz 0010z
EF61M 3792khz 2342z
7041khz 2355z

FUR:

A22ME 3795khz
AP2ZR 7045khz
PSBAKL 7016khz
FKOAD 7075khz

....Believed active now:

MORE SAEs PLEASE

2300z
2200z
2227z
0543z

2S3SB
CE3EE0
7M2AX
CP6LD

3795khz
3794khz
7002khz
7040khz

2300z
2310z
2320z
2330z

VO2AUS 7045khz 2350z
YN1JI 3800khz 0328z
ST2SA 7042khz 2310z
4K18AG 7050khz 2115z

1.31AT from 18th
OY by the 0: boys (inc some RTTY)
VO9WT
9L by 3X4EX

from 83GID, G3LOP, G3PEC, G3RUR if you wish to receive future editions
TNX DINS, DX-NL, DXpress,

LIDXB, W4BPD, Long Skip, DRZ-DX

HBO by DLs

